Temporal data are naturally everywhere, especially in the digital era that sees the advent of big data and internet of things. One major challenge that arises during temporal data analysis and mining is the comparison of time series or sequences, which requires to determine a proper distance or (dis)similarity measure. In this context, the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) has enjoyed success in many domains, due to its 'temporal elasticity', a property particularly useful when matching temporal data. Unfortunately this dissimilarity measure suffers from a quadratic computational cost, which prohibits its use for large scale applications. This work addresses the sparsification of the alignment path search space for DTW-like measures, essentially to lower their computational cost without loosing on the quality of the measure.
I. INTRODUCTION D
UE to rapid increase in data size, the need for efficient temporal data mining has become more crucial and time consuming during the past decade. Temporal data naturally appears in many emerging applications such as sensor networks, network security, medical data, e-marketing, dynamic social networks, human mobility, internet of things, etc. They can be time series or sequences of time stamped events or even purely sequential data such as strings or DNA sequences. In general, temporal data refers to data characterized by changes over time and the presence, unlike static data, of temporal dependency among them. Therefore the appropriate processing for data dependency or correlation analysis becomes vital in all temporal data processing. This is in part why temporal data mining has recently attracted considerable attention in the data mining community [1] - [4] . Typically temporal data mining is concerned with the analysis of temporal data for finding temporal patterns and regularities in sets of temporal data, to define appropriate (dis)similarity measures with temporal alignment capabilities, to extract "hidden" (temporal) structures, classify temporal objects, predict a future horizon and so on. Since it brings together techniques from different fields such as statistics, machine learning and databases, the literature is diffused among many different sources.
One main problem that arises during the temporal analysis is the choice or the design of a proper and accurate distance or (dis)similarity measure between time series (or sequences). There has been a very active research on how to properly define the concept of "distance", the "similarity" or the "dissimilarity" between time series and sequences. Sometimes two time series (or sequences) sharing the same configuration are considered close and their appearances are similar in terms of form, even arXiv:1711.04453v1 [cs. LG] 13 Nov 2017 if they have very different values. However the value-based proximity measures are the most studied approaches to compare the time series (or sequences). Thus, a crucial issue is establishing what we mean by "similar" or "dissimilar" series due to their dynamic characters (with or without considering delay or temporal distorsion).
Different approaches to define the distance and the (dis)similarity between time series (or sequences) have been proposed in the literature [5] - [12] , and for a recent review [13] . Among these works, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [14] - [16] has been largely popularized, studied and used in numerous applications. However, one of the main disadvantage of this measure is its quadratic computing cost that should be compared to the linear complexity of the Euclidean distance that can handle any feature sets containing also temporal or sequential features such as shapelets for instance.
The main contribution of this work is to propose a new approach to speed-up the computation of DTW, based on the sparsification of the admissible alignment path search space. Our contribution results in the description of the sparsification method and the proposal for two new (dis)similarity measures, namely SP-DTW (Sparsified-Paths search space DTW) and its kernelization SP-K rdtw (Sparsified-Paths search space K rdtw kernel). A detailed experimentation is proposed to assess our contribution against the state of the art approaches, dedicated to speed-up elastic distance computation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, a short overview of wellestablished (dis)similarity measures are presented, including time elastic measures. Next, in Section 3, we introduce the definition of the proposed sparsification of the alignment path search space that characterized time elastic measures. Then we introduce two new (sparsified path search space) measures that exploit this sparsification technique. Later, in Section 3, the conducted comparative experiments and results are discussed. Lastly, Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. TIMES SERIES BASIC MEASURES
Mining and comparing time series address a large range of challenges, among them: the meaningfulness of the distance and (dis)similarity measure. This section is dedicated to briefly describe the major wellknown measures in a nutshell, which have been grouped into two categories: behavior-based and valuebased measures [17] .
A. Behavior-based measures
In this category, time series are compared according to their behaviors (or shapes). That is the case when time series of a same class exhibit similar behavior (or shapes), and time series of different classes have different behaviors (or shapes). In this context, we should define which time series are more similar to each other and which ones are different. The Main techniques to recover time series behaviors are: slopes and derivatives comparison, ranks comparison, Pearson and temporal correlation coefficients, and difference between auto-correlation operators. Here, we briefly describe some well-used behavior-based measures.
1) Pearson CORRelation coefficient (CORR): Let X = {x 1 , ..., x N } be a set of time series x i = (x i1 , ..., x iT ) , i ∈ {1, ..., N }. The correlation coefficient between the time series x i and x j is defined by:
and
Correlation coefficient was first introduced by Bravais and later, Pearson in [18] illustrated that it is the best possible correlation between two time series. Up until now, many applications in different domains such as speech recognition, system design control, functional MRI and gene expression analysis have used the Pearson correlation coefficient as a behavior proximity measure between the time series (and sequences) [19] - [23] . The Pearson correlation coefficient changes between −1 and +1. The case CORR= +1, called perfect positive correlation, occurs when two time series perfectly coincide, and the case CORR= −1, called the perfect negative correlation, occurs when they behave completely opposite. CORR= 0 shows that the time series have different behavior. Observe that the higher correlation coefficient does not conclude the similar dynamics.
2) Difference Auto-Correlation Operators (DACO): The Auto-correlation is a representation of the degree of similarity which measures the dependency between a time series and a shifted version of itself over successive time intervals. The Difference Auto-Correlation Operators (DACO) between the two time series x i and x j defined by [24] :
where,
and τ is the time lag. So, DACO compares time series by computing the distance between their dynamics, modeled by the auto-correlation operators. It is worth mentioning that the lower DACO does not represent the similar behavior.
B. Value-based measures
In this category, time series are compared according to their time stamped values. This subsection relies on two standard well-known sub-division: (a) without temporal warping (e.g. Minkowski distance) and (b) with considering temporal warping (e.g. Dynamic Time Warping).
1) Without temporal warping:
The most used distance function in many applications is the Euclidean (or Euclidian), which is commonly accepted as the simplest distance between sequences. The Euclidean distance d E (L 2 norm) between two time series x i = (x i1 , ..., x iT ) and x j = (x j1 , ..., x jT ) of length T , is defined by:
The generalization of Euclidean Distance is Minkowski Distance, called L p norm, and is defined by:
where p is called the Minkowski order. In fact, for Manhattan distance p = 1, for the Euclidean distance p = 2, while for the Maximum distance p = ∞. All the L p -norm distances do not consider the delay and time warp. Unfortunately, they do not correspond to a common understanding of what a time series (or a sequence) is, and can not capture the flexible similarities.
2) With considering temporal warping: Searching the best alignment which matches two time series is a crucial task for many applications. One of the eminent techniques to solve this task is Dynamic Time Warping (DTW); it was introduced in [14] - [16] , with the application in speech recognition. DTW finds the optimal alignment between two time series, and captures the similarities by aligning the elements inside both series. Intuitively, the series are warped non-linearly in the time dimension to match each other. Simply, the DTW is a generalization of Euclidean distance which allows a non-linear mapping between two time series by minimizing a global alignment cost between them. DTW does not require that the two time series data have the same length, and also it can handle the local time shifting by duplicating (or re-sampling) the previous element of the time sequence.
Let
be a set of time series x i = (x i1 , ..., x iT ) assumed of length T 1 . An alignment π of length |π| = m between two time series x i and x j is defined as the set of m (T ≤ m ≤ 2T − 1) couples of aligned elements of x i to elements of x j :
where π defines a warping function that realizes a mapping from time axis of x i onto time axis of x j , and the applications π 1 and π 2 defined from {1, ..., m} to {1, .., T } obey to the following boundary and monotonicity conditions:
Intuitively, an alignment π defines a way to associate all elements of two time series. The alignments can be described by paths in the T × T grid as displayed in Figure 1 , that crosses the elements of time series x i and x j . For instance, the green path aligns the two time series as: ((x i1 , x j1 ), (x i2 ,x j2 ), (x i2 ,x j3 ), (x i3 ,x j4 ), ... , (x i6 ,x j6 ), (x i7 ,x j7 )). In the following, we will denote A as the set of all possible alignments between two time series. DTW is currently a well-known dissimilarity measure on time series (and sequences), since it makes them possible to capture temporal distortions. The DTW between time series x i and time series x j , with the aim of minimization of the mapping cost, is defined by:
where ϕ : R × R → R + is a real-valued positive divergence function (generally Euclidean norm). While DTW alignments deal with delays or time shifting, the Euclidean alignment π between time series x i and x j aligns elements observed at the same time:
where ∀t = 1, ..., T, π 1 (t) = π 2 (t) = t, |π| = T . According to the alignment definition, the euclidean distance (d E ) between the time series x i and x j is given by:
where ϕ taken as the Euclidean norm.
Finally, Figure 2 shows the optimal alignment path between two sample time series with and without considering temporal warping. It has not escaped our notice that boundary, monotonicity and continuity are three important properties which are applied to the construction of the path. The boundary condition implies that the first elements of the two time series are aligned to each other, as well as the last elements. More precisely, the alignment is global and involves the entire time series. The monotonicity condition preserves the time-ordering of elements. In other word, the alignment path does not go back in "time" index. Lastly, the continuity limits the warping path from long jumps and it guarantees that alignment does not omit important features. To find the minimum distance for alignment path, a dynamic programming approach is used. Let x i = (x i1 , ..., x it ) and x j = (x j1 , ..., x jt ) two time series. A two-dimensional |x i | by |x j | cost matrix D is built up, where the value at D(t, t ) is the minimun distance warp path that can be constructed from the two time series x i and x j . Finally, the value at D(|x i |, |x j |) will contain the minimum distance between the two time series under time warp. Be aware that the DTW is not a metric, since it does not satisfy the triangle inequality 2 .
Time and space complexity of DTW are straightforward to derive. Each cell in the cost matrix is filled once in a constant time. The cost of the optimal alignment can be recursively computed by:
where d is a distance function between the elements of time series, and these yield complexity of O(N 2 ) for the DTW. Hence, the standard DTW is much too slow for searching the optimal alignment path for large datasets. A lot of work has been proposed during the last 50 years to speed-up the DTW measure or variant of it. In general, the techniques which make DTW faster are divided in three main different categories:
1) constraints (e.g. Sakoe-Chiba band [25] , [26] ) , 2) indexing (e.g. piecewise [27] ), 3) data abstraction (e.g multiscale [28] ). Finally, in spite of the great success of DTW and its variants in a diversity of domains, there are still several persistent improvement needs about it, such as finding techniques to speed up DTW with no (or relaxed) constraints and make it more accurate.
3) Kernelization of DTW: Over the last ten years, estimation and learning methods using kernels have become rather popular to cope with non-linearities, particularly in machine learning and data mining. More recently, several DTW-based kernels which allow one to process time series with kernel machines have been introduced [29] - [32] , and they have been proved useful to handle and analyze structured data such as images, graphs, signals and texts [33] . However, such similarities (e.g. K gdtw , K dtak ) cannot be translated easily into positive definite kernels, which is a vital requirement of kernel machines in the training phase [31] , [32] , [34] . Therefore, defining appropriate kernels to handle properly structured objects, and notably time series, remains a key challenge for researchers.
[31] introduced the global alignment kernel (K ga ), that takes the following form:
where κ(., .) is a local kernel and A the set of all admissible alignment paths.
In [32] another formal approach has been proposed to derive a positive definite time elastic kernel, K rdtw , close to the DTW matching scheme based on the design of a global alignment positive definite kernel for each single alignment path as given in Eq.6.
where this time P is any subset of the set of all admissible alignment paths A between two time series, and K π (x i , x j ) a positive definite kernel associated to path π and defined as:
with κ a local kernel on
Both kernels take into account not only (one of) the best possible alignment, but also all the good (or nearly the best) paths by summing up their global costs. The parameter ν is used to tune the local matches, thus penalizing more or less alignments moving away from the optimal ones. This parameter can be optimized by a grid/line search through a cross-validation.
The main advantage of K rdtw is that the restriction of the main summation over any subset P of A is guaranteed to be positive definite, which is not the case for K ga (even when P contains symmetric paths and the main diagonal path). As the sparsification of the DTW path search space involves to restrict the summation on subset of A, this property is quite relevant in an SVM classification context.
For both kernels, a dynamic programming computationally efficient solution exists, whose algorithmic complexity is the same as the DTW (O(T 2 )), although the summation of products of exp functions is more expensive than the evaluation of a min operation.
In summary, finding a suitable proximity measure is an important aspect when dealing with the time series (or sequences), that captures the essence of the them according to the domain of application. For instance, the Euclidean distance is commonly used due to its computational efficiency. However, it is very brittle for time series and small shifts of one time series can result in huge distance changes. Hence, more sophisticated distances and (dis)similarities have been devised to be more robust to small fluctuations of the input time series. Notably, the DTW and its kernalized variant have enjoyed success in many areas where its time complexity is not a critical issue.
III. SPARSIFIED-PATHS SEARCH SPACE DTW (SP-DTW)
The main idea behind this work is to introduce a kind of sparsification of the set of DTW alignment paths to make it faster to evaluate without degrading its accuracy by using an occupancy grid with the weighting values. The proposition mainly introduces a weighted warping function that constrains the search of the best alignment path in a subset of admissible alignments that has been learned and pruned on the trained data.
be a set of time series x i = (x i1 , ..., x iT ) assumed of length T , and π ij be the optimal alignment between two time series x i and x j expressed as the set of couples of aligned elements in the T × T grid. Let m ij tt be an indicative variable taking value 1 if path π ij travels through the grid cell with index tt (1 ≤ t, t ≤ T ), 0 otherwise. Then p(m tt ), which represents the normalized frequency of occupancy of tt cell is defined by:
Hence, each cell in the occupancy grid has a value representing the frequency of the occupancy of that cell over all the optimal alignment paths in the training set. The higher values represent a high likeliness that an optimal alignment path, randomly drawn from the train set, contains that cell, and the values close to 0 represent a high likeliness that this optimal alignment path will not cross the cell. The proposed extended form of DTW, called Sparsified-Paths search space Dynamic Time Warping (SP-DTW), is then defined as:
where P is any subset of the set of all admissible alignment paths A between two time series, and ϕ : R × R → R + is a positive, real-valued, dissimilarity function (e.
−γ , where γ ∈ R + ∪ {0} controls the influence of the weighting scheme. The negative exponent guarantees that the most important cells are privileged in the optimal alignment that minimizes the SP-DTW. For γ = 0, Eq. 9 leads to the standard DTW.
The cost function C computes the sum of the weighted dissimilarities ϕ between time series x i and x j through the alignment π. The fact that f is non-increasing guarantees that the most important cells (i.e. the cells with the higher frequencies) of the grid should be privileged in the optimal alignment that minimizes the cost function C. Lastly, the optimal alignment path π * is obtained through the same dynamic programming procedure as the one used for the standard DTW. Figure 3 shows the strategy steps used to estimate the occupancy frequencies. Given a set of time series (Figure 3-a) , we compute the pairwise alignment path between all the times series in the set. The grid cells, which are occupied by the path in each pairwise alignment, get the value 1, and the rest get the value 0 (Figure 3-b) . To be more efficient, instead of computing N 2 pairwise comparison of DTW on a dataset of N time series, we compute N (N − 1)/2 pairs of DTW, then we symmetrize the matrices and get the same result as computing the N 2 DTW pairwise comparison. In the next step, we sum all the pairwise Boolean grids to obtain the global absolute frequency symmetric matrix that corresponds to the all of pairwise alignments (Figure 3-c) . Then, to get the normalized frequency matrix, we normalize the global matrix in the range of [0 , 1) (Figure 3-d) . To decrease the time and space complexity, we 
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consider a threshold value θ for the frequency value of grid cells. The values smaller than the pre-defined threshold will be equal to zero (Figure 3-e) . In practice, θ is estimated on the train data using a leave one out procedure. Lastly, we filter out the grid cells with zero weight to obtain a sparsified global matrix (Figure 3-f) . In practice, the sparsified alignment path matrix is stored as a list of coordinate (column, row, value) tuples. We denote this list as LOC. The entries of this list are sorted by increasing row index, then increasing column index, such that the sparsified variant of DTW (SP-DTW) can be iteratively evaluated according to Algorithm 1.
IV. SPARSIFIED-PATHS SEARCH SPACE DTW KERNEL (SP-K RDTW )
As already mentioned, we straightforwardly derive a positive definite time elastic kernel for sparsified subsets of alignment paths from K rdtw itself (Eq. 6), where P ⊂ A in Eq. 6 determines the sparsity of the path search space.
Note that, as K π (x, y) is proved to be a positive definite (p.d.) kernel [32] , for all subset P ⊂ A, SP-K rdtw , expressed as the sum of p.d. kernels 3 , is guaranteed to be p.d., which is not the case for a sparsification of the global alignment kernel proposed in [31] , even if P contains symmetric paths (if π ∈ P then π ∈ P, where π is the symmetric path of π) and the main diagonal ((1, 1), (2, 2) · · · (T, T ) ∈ P).
Here again, the sparsified subset of alignment paths P is characterized by the alignment path matrix that is stored as a list of coordinates (column, row, value) tuples (cf. Fig.3 (f) ). Contrary to the SP-DTW algorithm, for the kernelized version, the weight values are not used, essentially to maintain the definiteness of the sparse kernel. As for SP-DTW the entries of this list are sorted by increasing row
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index, then increasing column index, such that the sparsified K rdtw kernel can be evaluated iteratively as presented in Algorithm 2.
While the complexity of computing the DTW is quadratic in T (the length of the time series), for SparsePaths versions, the complexity is linear with the number of non-zero cells of the path matrix. Hence the algorithmic complexity for SP-DTW and SP-K rdtw are in between O(T ) and O(T 2 ). Furthermore, the sparse data is by nature more easily compressed and thus may require significantly less storage.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we first describe the datasets retained to lead our experiments prior to comparing the Nearest Neighbor (1-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithms, based on the proposed (dis)similarity measures comparatively with some of the most known and well-used alternative ones.
A. Data sets description
Our experiments are conducted on 30 public datasets from UCR time series classification archive [47] . Table I describes the datasets considered, with their main characteristics: number of categories (k), dataset train and test size (N) and time series length (T), where classes composing the datasets are known beforehand. The datasets retained have very diverse structures and shapes, and as can be seen, they come in different class numbers, train and test set sizes as well as time series lengths. 
B. Validation protocol
Here we compare the 1-NN and SVM classification algorithms based on the proposed (dis)similarity measures (SP-DTW and SP-K rdtw ) with the classical CORR, DACO, Ed, DTW measures as well as the DTW sc and K rdtw . We focus on the above measures because they constitute the most frequently used proximity measure and distance metrics in temporal data mining. For our comparison in this paper, we rely on the classification error rate, which measures the agreement between the predicted class labels and the actual ones, to evaluate each metric, and the time speed-up percentage. The classification error rate lies in [0, 1] and the lower index, the better the agreement is. In particular, the best value of error rate, 0, is reached when the predicted class labels are equivalent to the actual class labels. Finally, the meta parameters used in some of the measures (e.g. τ , the time lag in DACO, θ, the threshold value in SP-DTW, or ν in K rdtw ) are selected according to a k-fold cross validation set or a leave one out procedure through a standard grid search process carried out on the train data. For instance, Figure 4 shows the threshold estimation for some sample dataset using the error rate of leave one out procedure through a grid/line search. The lower error rate value indicates the optimal threshold. 
C. Experimental results
The error rate for 1-NN classification for each distance or (dis)similarity, on each dataset, are reported in Table II . Results in bold correspond to the best values. Based on the classification error rate displayed in Table II , one can note that 1-NN classification with SP-K rdtw leads to the best classification results overall (20 datasets out of 30). This is highlighted in the last row of the table which presents the mean rank position for each tested method. In particular, one shown the DTW with Sakoe-Chiba corridor is outperformed by our two proposed measures. Furthermore, from Table II , one can experimentally verify that the 1-NN classification based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (CORR) has the same error rate with the 1-NN based on the Euclidean distance (Ed). This is theoretically verified in the Appendix A. In Table III we report the P-values for each pair of tested algorithms using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The null hypothesis is that for a tested pair of classifiers, the difference between classification error rates obtained on the 30 datasets follows a symmetric distribution around zero. With a 0.01 significance level, the P-values that lead to reject the null hypothesis are shown in bolded fonts in the table. It turns out that SP-K rdtw performs significantly better than all the other tested measures except for K rdtw since the differences between them is not significant according to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Furthermore, the differences between SP-K rdtw and SP-DTW are not significant, but both measures are significantly better than DTW sc and the remaining measures (except K rdtw ). Hence, the learned sparsification of alignment paths outperforms significantly the well-used Sakoe-Schiba DTW with adjusted corridor. In addition, Table IV displays the performance of SVM classification over each measure on each dataset for further experiments. Similar as before, results in bold correspond to the best values. As can be seen, based on the SVM classification error rate, SVM with K rdtw leads to the best classification results overall (17 datasets out of 30), followed by SVM classification with SP-K rdtw (13 datasets out of 30). Here again, this is highlighted in the last row of the table which presents the mean rank position for each tested method. One can see that the K rdtwsc (that involves a fixed-size Sakoe-Chiba corridor) is outperformed by our proposed measure SP-K rdtw . To verify for significant differences, as above, we used the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Table V gives the P-values for the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. With the same null hypothesis as above (difference between the error rates follows a symmetric distribution around zero), and with a 0.01 significance level, the P-values that lead to reject the null hypothesis are presented in bolded fonts in the tables. These tests show that no significance difference exists between K rdtw and SP-K rdtw , while K rdtw and SP-K rdtw are significantly better than Ed and K rdtwsc . Here again, the learned sparsification of alignment paths significantly outperforms the Sakoe-Chiba variant of the kernelized DTW (K rdtwsc ) with adjusted corridor on the train data.
As far as one can see in Table II until V, the best classification results are obtained by SP-K rdtw , SP-DTW and K rdtw . The main benefit is an important speed-up without loss of accuracy. To justify our speed-up claim, Table VI shows the complexity, expressed in terms of number of cell visited in the alignment path matrix, of the proposed paths search space sparsified measures in comparison with the standard DTW and its kernelization.
To do so, we consider the number of visited cells in the alignment path matrix, in each pairwise comparison, for each measure. While for standard DTW (or its kernelization), we need to consider the whole grid cells (T 2 ) for each time series pairwise comparison, the results illustrate that we dramatically decreased the number of visited cells for each pairwise comparison in SP-DTW and SP-K rdtw . To justify, for each measure, we obtain the speed-up percentage (S), which is the number of visited cells divided by the total number of grid cells (T 2 ). As can be seen, for the proposed measure, we decline the cells visited numbers more than 82% in average, while the speed-up is almost 89% for DTW sc or K rdtwsc . Lastly, to have a closer look at the grid cells search space in time series pairwise comparison, in Figures  5 till 8 , we plot the color-coded of occupancy grid cells of some sample datasets for the DTW (or K rdtw ) with the optimal Sakoe-Chiba band and for the path sparsified measures with and without considering the threshold value, according to the frequency of occupancy over the optimal alignment paths in the training set. VI. CONCLUSION The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is among the most commonly used measure for temporal data comparison in several domains such as signal processing, image processing and pattern recognition. This research work proposes a sparsification of the alignment path search space for DTW-like measures and their kernelization K rdtw . This led us to propose two new (dis)similarity measures for temporal data analysis and comparison under time warp that cope with such kind of sparsity. For this, we propose an extension of the standard DTW and its kernelization, based on a weighting, learned over the optimal alignment paths in the training set and the sparsification of the admissible alignment path search space using a threshold on these weights. The efficiency of the proposed (dis)similarity measures, has been analyzed on a wide range of public datasets on two classification tasks: 1-NN and SVM (for the definite measures). The results show that the classification with path sparsified measures leads to an important speed-up without losing on the accuracy. In particular, these measures significantly outperform the DTW with a Sakoe-Chiba corridor whose size is optimized on the train data. Finally, we have shown that the kernelized version of DTW admits a straightforward path sparsification variant, much faster and with similar accuracy.
